
“The sessions on amorphous solids were very helpful.”   
—Associate Director, Pharmaceutical Development, CUBIST PHARMACEUTICALS

MONDAY, MARCH 25, 2019  \\  AMORPHOUS SOLID DISPERSION SEMINAR

8:00  Registration and Continental Breakfast

9:00   INTRODUCTION FROM SEMINAR CHAIRPERSON
9:15  PREDICTING STABILITY IN AMORPHOUS SOLID DISPERSIONS AND LYOPHILIZED PROTEIN FORMULATIONS

You’ve just developed this new amorphous drug in the solid state, but you are concerned that it may crystallize or degrade on stability.  What tools are 
available to predict the stability of my formulation prior to putting it on for a several-month stability study?

• Provide an overview of stability-predicting methods for small and large molecule formulations
• Highlight the strengths and weaknesses of each method
• Provide several case studies of stability prediction

Eric Munson, Professor and Head, PURDUE UNIVERSITY
10:00   AVOID SETBACKS IN FILING, SHELF LIFE AND BIOPERFORMANCE FOR AMORPHOUS SOLIDS

Crystallization within amorphous solids is a solvable problem, but most companies do not want to risk delays in their clinical program.  Without doing a 
clinical study, performance-predicted tests such as dissolution, characterization and animal models are the preferred path if crystallization is detected.  
But if your product has become less robust and more crystallized after several years, will regulators still accept it?  Can it be improved at that point?  

• Fine-tune the prediction of failure and degradation of amorphous solids; even if there is a slight performance change, is it significant enough for you 
or regulators to care?

• Plot a way forward when drug shows physical change, but regulatory guidelines are ambiguous
• Recognize when initial crystallization is a precursor to others and may signal catastrophic failure in vivo

Wei Xu, Senior Principal Scientist, MERCK

10:45  Networking Break

11:15   STRATEGIC AND SCIENTIFIC DECISIONS FOR IN-SOURCING OR OUTSOURCING OF TECHNOLOGY PRODUCTS
When a product is developed with a typical technology for addressing a specific product challenge, such as spray drying for amorphous solid dispersion 
of poorly bioavailable drug, it is often a dilemma for the company whether to invest in building a facility for a product or to outsource that to a contract 
development and/or manufacturing organization. This is a major decision for the product’s quality, supply assurance, regulatory life cycle and for the 
various resources of the company.

• Examine limiting factors for your company, such as technical expertise, time, and cost 
• Clarify whether the product category (i.e., orphan drug, lifestyle disease, etc.) can bear the cost implications arising from dedicated development and 

manufacturing setup
• Outline the controls necessary for maintaining quality and regulatory compliance for outsourced processes

Rashmi Nair, Formulation Scientist, DR. REDDY’S
12:00   BRAINSTORM CO-SOLVENT APPROACHES AND TOXICOLOGY SOLUTIONS FOR AMORPHOUS SOLIDS

Preparing an amorphous solid needs certain material requirements, and in the early stages, this tends to inappropriately utilize both materials and time.  
The materials are measured in grams, but when preparing a small batch of early stage material, recovery is always very low.  Refining your quantity 
requirements can help improve recovery in batches — but many co-solvent approaches are eliminated from consideration because they affect drug 
toxicity readouts, and thus are judged as unacceptable by toxicology departments.  

• Use co-solvents to dissolve drugs for toxicology or safety pharmacology studies
• Counteract the limitations to material availability in early stages
• Prepare for the most likely side effects of co-solvent usage

Kang-Jye Chou, Scientist, GENENTECH

12:45   Luncheon

1:45   PREDICT THE PERFORMANCE OF ASDs THROUGH A NOVEL DISSOLUTION-ABSORPTION APPARATUS
Conventional dissolution apparatus is often neither optimal nor satisfactory for differentiating the drug release performance of formulations and 
predicting oral bioavailability.  The need to integrate dissolution and absorption has become increasingly apparent.

• Review the development of a novel apparatus to maintain absorptive sink conditions and conduct simultaneous dissolution and absorption testing
• Understand how the system was tested and optimized with a model drug, ketoconazole, to obtain the biorelevant absorption rate constant
• Demonstrate prediction of the performance of ketoconazole ASD formulations

Helen Hao Hou, Senior Scientist, Small Molecule Pharmaceutical Sciences, GENENTECH
2:30   DEVELOP TECHNICAL AND MANUFACTURING RESOURCES FOR GENERICS FOR AMORPHOUS SOLID DISPERSIONS

As the industry prioritizes amorphous solids, the stage is set in the coming years for a new wave of generics that must duplicate their performance.  The 
major challenges will include manufacturing accessibility, and successful characterizations that establish the generic product will behave similarly in vivo.  

• Forecast the greatest formulation and manufacturing obstacles to capitalizing when amorphous solids go off-patent
• Grasp the drawbacks when technology is tied to manufacturing capability
• Benefit from greater standardization among hot melt extrusions

Katherine Odneal, Senior Formulation Scientist, Research and Development, NESHER
3:15   LATEST BREAKTHROUGHS ON AMORPHOUS SPRAY-DRIED DISPERSIONS WITH NANOPARTICLES

Robert Prud’homme, Professor, Chemical and Biological Engineering, PRINCETON UNIVERSITY

4:00  Amorphous Solid Dispersion Seminar Concludes
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TUESDAY, MARCH 26, 2019  \\  MAIN CONFERENCE DAY ONE

8:00  Registration and Continental Breakfast

9:00   INTRODUCTION FROM CHAIRPERSON
Keith Horspool, Vice President, Pharmaceutics, BOEHRINGER INGELHEIM

ADVANCES IN DEVELOPING AND PREDICTING ENABLED FORMULATIONS
9:15   WHAT ENABLING A REVOLUTION IN HCV TREATMENT CAN TEACH US ABOUT SOLID SOLUTIONS

Of the sixteen HCV direct-acting antiviral agents approved between 2011-2017, thirteen were based on amorphous APIs, and eleven were solid solutions 
in which the API was molecularly dispersed into a polymer.  These solid solution formulations were commercialized by four different companies using 
spray drying or extrusion.  These examples highlight the critical role solid solution formulation technologies played in enabling the revolution in HCV care 
in addition to helping us to define the current frontiers for solid solution application.

• Limitations of solid solutions and oral absorption
• The relationship between drug load and oral absorption—implications on pill burden and fixed-dose combination development
• The effect of food and stomach pH on the oral absorption of solid solution-based formulations

Craig McKelvey, Specialty Dosage Formulation Group Lead, MERCK
10:00   BUILD STRONGER TEAMWORK BETWEEN FORMULATION AND MEDICINAL CHEMISTRY

Too often, a lot of good compounds get thrown away at the preclinical stage because they cannot be formulated.  Closer partnerships with medicinal 
chemistry colleagues can help identify definite “no-go” signals while mitigating other compound issues.  

• Put a more collaborative focus on preclinical formulation
• Improve team interaction to avoid throwing away promising compounds
• Forge the best path forward when clear industry guidance is lacking

Tao Zhang, Principal Scientist, Drug Product Design, PFIZER

10:45   Networking Break

11:15   PRESENT THE BEST BIOPERFORMANCE AND BIOPHARMACEUTICS ANGLES FOR IVIVC
Bioperformance is a strong concern when working with more challenging compounds or formulations, or when using a drug delivery system that requires 
different release rates.  More progress is required for in-silico modeling to assess these needs.  

• Anticipate the biopharmaceutics data needed when precipitating out of drug very quickly
• Account for different targets in a body and different sites of action
• Work through the key problems with in-vitro characterization and in-silico modeling

Dhaval Patel, Senior Research Investigator, BRISTOL-MYERS SQUIBB
12:00  FBRM USE FOR DISINTEGRATION ASSESSMENT OF IR FORMULATIONS

Lilly Roy, Scientist II, VERTEX PHARMACEUTICALS

12:45   Luncheon

1:45   NAVIGATE CHALLENGES IN CONTINUOUS MANUFACTURING AT EARLY DEVELOPMENT STAGES
The development of new drug products is always a learning experience, more so when you have decided to advance those drug products via continuous 
manufacturing.  Your teams will encounter challenges in technology transfer and process robustness, and will also need clear lines of communication 
among many functional groups.  Loss in weight-feeding is the backbone of continuous manufacturing, and early exploration and development are critical.  

• Build your strategy for loss in weight feeding optimization
• Anticipate the hurdles you are likely to encounter in material performance/flowability
• Share expertise among teams in early stage chemical and materials engineering, materials characterization, preformulation and formulation

Eric Dinarello, Senior Scientific Associate, VERTEX PHARMACEUTICALS
2:30   PREDICT AND MITIGATE PPI EFFECTS ON ABSORPTION OF WEAK BASES

Decreased oral absorption may be caused by proton pump inhibitors (PPIs) or acid-reducing agents (ARAs).  Early risk identification for these challenges 
is important to an effective drug product development strategy.

• Identify ARA/PPI drug-drug interaction (DDI) risk using GastroPlus(TM) measured pH-solubility profile data 
• Calculate a fraction of drug absorbed ratio in absence and presence of ARAs/PPIs
• Discuss formulation strategies for compounds with an anticipated pH-mediated DDI risk

Hyungchul Kim, Fellow, NOVARTIS

3:15  Networking Break

“Fascinating and valuable insights.”    
—Senior Vice President, Pharmaceutical Development, VIKING THERAPEUTICS

“Terrific, relevant case studies about modeling and measuring.” 
—Research Scientist, ELI LILLY
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INNOVATIONS IN PATIENT-CENTRIC DRUG DELIVERY
4:00   EXPLORE APPLICATIONS OF MICRONEEDLE PATCHES FOR SUSTAINED RELEASE OF CONTRACEPTIVES AND LONG-ACTING 

EFFECTS
Wei Li, Postdoctoral Fellow, Laboratory for Drug Delivery, GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

4:45   GENE DELIVERY IN MATRICES FOR LOCAL BONE REGENERATION
There is a major need to promote regeneration of musculoskeletal tissues such as bone and cartilage. Approaches to regenerating musculoskeletal 
tissues include the use of programmed stem cells, local delivery of growth factors, local delivery of gene therapies, and scaffold matrix materials. These 
approaches are being developed as standalone therapeutic strategies and in combination. With respect to gene delivery applications, it is critical that 
clinically beneficial amounts of proteins are synthesized endogenously within and around the lesion and delivered in a sustained manner. By implanting 
gene-activated matrices (GAMs) in animal models, we have shown that sustained gene expression and continuous osteogenic protein delivery in situ can 
be achieved in a way that stimulates osteogenesis and bone repair within osseous defects.

• Show how gene activated matrices can regenerate bone in critical-sized defects
• Explain that matrices encoding for genes such as PDGF-B, FGF-2, and BMP-2 can generate potent bone regeneration
• Demonstrate that selected genes such as FGF-2 and BMP-2 can act synergistically to regrow bone
• Illustrate that gene activated matrices can regenerate bone effectively in diabetic bone defect models

Aliasger Salem, Head, Division of Pharmaceutics and Translational Therapeutics, UNIVERSITY OF IOWA

5:30  Day One Concludes

8:00  Registration and Continental Breakfast

9:00   RECAP OF DAY ONE FROM CONFERENCE CHAIRPERSON
Keith Horspool, Vice President, Pharmaceutics, BOEHRINGER INGELHEIM

9:15  PRIORITIZE THE MOST ACCESSIBLE AND LEAST PAINFUL FORMULATION AND DELIVERY METHODS
Even the newest and most promising oncology biologics are often delivered suboptimally, with long and painful delivery in a hospital or HCP office that 
may require inconvenient travel.  Changes to both volume, concentration, and dose frequency can help with improving patient adherence and lowering 
adverse events such as peripheral neuropathy.  

• Convert therapeutics into subcutaneous administration
• Switch to home-based activity for both IV and subcutaneous
• Forecast the impact of switching to subcutaneous for both small molecules and biologics

Manuel Sanchez-Felix, Senior Fellow, Formulation, NOVARTIS

10:00   USE A DEEPER KNOWLEDGE OF PATIENT NEEDS WHEN DESIGNING DRUG PRODUCTS
When clinical results show a lower bioavailability than expected, it suggests the formulators had not taken into account the gastrointestinal pH of actual 
patient populations.  Conventional drug formulation risks a silo mentality and needs better awareness of the details of the patient community, and the 
most appropriate dosage forms and dosage units.  

• Determine the changes to stomach acidity among oncology patients or those using antacids or proton pump inhibitors
• Closely watch patient lethality factors associated with the GI tract because of disease state
• Draw biopharmaceutics into your work towards deliverables

Tao Zhang, Principal Scientist, Drug Product Design, PFIZER

10:45   Networking Break

11:15   FOCUS ON CNS DELIVERY CHALLENGES AND STRATEGIES TO CROSS THE BLOOD-BRAIN BARRIER
The full clinical potential of drugs designed to treat diseases of the CNS is compromised by the ability of those therapeutic agents to cross the blood-
brain barrier.  There are newer approaches available to increase drug uptake or better deliver to the CNS.  

• Prioritize realistic approaches
• Review advances from multiple sources
• Spotlight promising techniques that look to be successful at various stages for getting large molecules into the brain

Ann Daugherty, Senior Manager, Drug Delivery, GENENTECH

12:00   Luncheon

TUESDAY, MARCH 26, 2019  \\  MAIN CONFERENCE DAY ONE

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 27, 2019  \\  MAIN CONFERENCE DAY TWO

“Great examples of new formulation techniques.” 
—Senior Scientist, Biopharmaceutics, IPSEN
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Agios Pharmaceuticals
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Alvogen Pharma
Amgen
AMOREPACIFIC Corporation
Apotex Pharmaceuticals
Aptuit (Verona) S.r.l.
Arno Therapeutics, Inc.
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Concert Pharmaceuticals
Croda Inc.
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Cytec Industries Inc.
Daiichi Sankyo
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Egalet Corp.
Egalet Denmark
Eli Lilly and Company
EMD Millipore
EMD Serono R&D Institute
FDA
Ferrer Internacional S.A
Foster Delivery Science

Genentech, Inc.
GlaxoSmithKline
H. Lundbeck A/S
Hovione Inter Limited
iCeutica
Integral BioSystems, LLC
Japan
Johnson & Johnson 
Johnson Matthey
Juniper Pharma Services
Keryx Biopharmaceuticals
Leidos
LEO PHARMA A/S
Lonza
Lundbeck
Massachusetts General  
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Medincell SA
Medtronic INC.
Merck
Nanexa AB
NanGenex
NanoBio Corporation
Nanologica AB

Newcastle University
Novartis
Novo Nordisk A/S
Omeros Corporation
Patheon
Pfizer Inc
PharmaCircle
PharmaSolv Consulting
Piedmont Animal Health
Pion Inc.
Princeton University
Purdue University
Quinnipiac University 
Quotient Clinical
Ra Pharmaceuticals
Recro Pharma
Relay Therapeutics
Sannova Analytical 
Sannova Analytical Inc.
sanofi-aventis
Sirius Analytical
Solid Form Solutions
Solvay

Sumitomo Dainippon 
Pharma Co., Ltd.
Syros Pharmaceuticals
Takeda
Technology Catalysts
Teteijin Pharma Limited
The University of Buffalo
Thermo Fisher Scientific
TNO Triskelion
Top of Google News
Unchained Labs
University of Kentucky
University of Minnesota
Upsher-Smith Laboratories
Vascular
Vertex Pharmaceuticals
Vetoquinol
Vical Incorporated
Vizuri Health Services, LLC
vTv Therapeutics LLC
WTWH Media
Yuhan Corporation

Companies that attend the Drug Formulation, Solubility & Bioavailability Summit 

1:00  OPTIMIZE THE PERFORMANCE OF COMBINATION PRODUCTS
Devices that come packaged with the formulations inside them are much more challenging for sponsors and have a greater regulatory burden.  In 
addition to ensuring the compound’s identity, assay purity, and quality, the stability and performance of the compound in the device needs to be verified

• Maintain consistent performance characteristics throughout the life of the product
• Stay alert for moisture, agglomeration, and degradation
• Try to delink device development from clinical product development

David Cipolla, Vice President, Research, INSMED
1:45   DEPLOY NANOPARTICLES FOR CANCER VACCINE DELIVERY AND IN SITU IMMUNIZATION OF TUMORS

Antigen-loaded or antigen-coated biodegradable particles are capable of being actively taken up by antigen-presenting cells (APCs), and they have shown 
promising potential in immunotherapy by initiating a strong immunostimulatory cascade that results in potent antigen-specific immune responses 
against the target antigen. Such particle-based carrier systems offer versatility in that they can simultaneously co-deliver antigens with the adjuvants to 
enhance APC activation and maturation or chemotherapy with adjuvants to create an immunogenic tumor environment.

• Show how biodegradable particles loaded with antigens and adjuvants can be prepared and characterized
• Explain how co-delivery of antigens and adjuvants enhance antigen-specific immune responses
• Describe how co-delivery of chemotherapy and adjuvants in one tumor site can stimulate immune responses that also cause regression in untreated 

distal tumors
Aliasger Salem, Head, Division of Pharmaceutics and Translational Therapeutics, UNIVERSITY OF IOWA

2:30  Conference Concludes

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 27, 2019  \\  MAIN CONFERENCE DAY TWO
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